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Symposium on Logistics Discusses
Challenges in Ethiopia

ETHIOPIA RANKED 126TH OUT OF 160 IN LOGISTICS PERFORMANCE AND
By Mesfin Zegeye

Addis Ababa Chamber of Commerce and Sectoral Associations organized a symposium as
part of the closing ceremony of the 21st edition of Addis Chamber International Trade
Fair. The symposium organized on the theme
“overcoming trade logistics barriers for enhanced export performance”. The ceremony
included a ‘best stand award’ program, organized in recognition of exhibitors with the best
performance over the trade fair days of the edition. The event took place at Hilton Addis, on
February 28, 2017.
Presentation in the symposium showed gaps
and limitations in the Ethiopian logistics system and came up with figures in painting the
real situation on the ground. The presenter was
deputy CEO of Ethiopian Shipping Lines Service, Ato Desalegn Gebrehiwot.
In logistics performance Ethiopia ranked 126th
out of 160 countries and the country also registered a Logistics Performance Index (LPI)
score of 2.38 (WB LPI report 2016). This score
is less than the half-way point in a scale of 1
to 5. Logistics problem in Ethiopia is complicated.
In customs, infrastructure, international shipment, logistics quality & competence, tracking
& trading, and timeliness Ethiopia exhibited

SCORED 2.38 IN LPI
poor performance, as shown in table of statistics presented.
Performance of logistics service is measured
on the basis of cost, time and service reliability. Ethiopia’s limitations in logistics performance is attributed to issues related to trade
finance and trade system, inadequate logistics
services capability and poor coordination, inadequate infrastructure and poor management
of facilities. Trade competitiveness is influenced by many factors including transit time,

logistics cost, port loading and unloading capacity, port dwell time and service delivery,
among others.
Services limitations at the banking sector is
yet another factor contributing to the predicament in that there are very few financial instruments available to provide the support the
sector needs.
The long time required to get export permit,
the fact that inspection by relevant bodies is

(cont’d on page 3)

Going Green, Going Efficient
Declared Urgent

By Mesfin Zegeye
The final workshop on ‘interaction of
industrial policy and green economy
in Ethiopia’ deliberated on various
aspects of green economy. Project
background, benchmarking results,
analysis of systems of innovation,
governance and policy analysis, and
policy gaps and pulling together
findings were areas where presenters
from Ethiopian Development Research Institute in cooperation with
University College London, University of Reading, and Quantum Global Research Lab shared findings and
prospects. There were also presentations of cases from Asia. The workshop was organized by these three
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bodies and the event took place at The project was kicked off on May 4,
Hilton Addis on March 14, 2017.
2015 and a lot of work has been done
(cont’d on page 3)
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EDITORIAL
Stand Shoulder to Shoulder
to Support the Victims!
Landfills are sites designated for dumping rubbish, garbage, or other sorts of solid wastes. Historically, they are
the most common means of disposing solid waste which
is either buried or left to pile in heaps. However, Garbage landslides are particularly horrible events. Garbage-dump landslides are a significant problem for countries in the developing world . Whereas unstable, overly
steep slopes are a risk factor for landslides of both land
and garbage, trash slides pose a unique danger because of
flammable methane and other decomposition gases. The
recent Koshe garbage slide in Addis Ababa killed at least
115 people and illustrates such dangers.
The death toll from the terrible garbage dump landslide
at Koshe in Addis Ababa on March, 11 2017 is now known
to have reached 115, with fears that more bodies may remain buried. The landslide occurred on that day when
a section of the dump collapsed onto a slum built at the
toe of the slope. The majority of fatalities are reported to
be women and children. The landfill has been a dumping
ground for the capital’s rubbish for more than 50 years.
Natural and man-made disasters are unpredictable. What
matters is building capacity and readiness to deal with disasters and close all recipes of predictable disasters. The
city government has to be cautious in grappling with the
problems and strive to the top of its capacity to prevent
and alleviate the problems of citizens. Besides, to successfully rehabilitate victims, the business community should
lend more helping hand to victims and work in collaboration with the government and other stalk holder.
The construction of modern landfills with well-engineered
and managed disposal facilities can significantly lessen
the impacts of disaster risks. The efforts of the private
sector in leading a hand to the victims are commendable.
Particularly, the business communities have actively engaged in various efforts and they deserve the chamber’s
recognition. The government, private sector and the public at large stand shoulder to shoulder to support the victims in a long term basis.
Private sector organizations are key stakeholders in helping to build urban resilience to disasters that threaten
sustainable development. In the long run, it is advisable
to conduct a resettling program to relocate people who
live in and around the landfill. The effectiveness of a garbage dump landslide risk reduction measure should be
viewed in a wide perspective.
Make the people aware about the concept of disaster prevention and control mechanism is very cruciual. Government has to create dumping ground away from residential
areas. Addis Ababa Chamber of commerce and Sectoral
Associations has extended its institutional condolences
and affirmed the commitment of the chamber to support
the victim families sustainably and provide one hundred
fifty thousand birr and they would be resettled permanently in the coming years.Survivors have to cope with
deep grief and misery. The local community, the private
sector and the government are providing daily bread and
temporary shelter. Hopes are great that survivors may
soon forget their misery and start new life in new habitable home. AACCSA is deeply saddened by the accident.

Micro and small enterprises took part
in awareness creation session
By Mesfin Zegeye
on relevant tax proclamation
content, the importance of financial statement, rationale
behind paying tax and related
issues. Participants raised issues from their practical day to
day operations. Addis Ababa
Chamber of Commerce and
Sectoral Associations Merkato
Branch Office organized the
awareness creation session.
The session took place at the
Merkato Office meeting hall on
March 23, 2017.
A professional from Ethiopian
Revenue and Customs Authority provided the orientation.
Purpose of the discussion is
to provide basic awareness on
tax and it is not an entrepreneurship or business training.
The latter they need to seek by
themselves from other sources,
he said.
Business needs to be knowledge-driven. But in general in
Ethiopia businesses are traditionally managed. This situation adversely affects their
chances success. It also causes
so many businesses to fail and
result in wastages of different
resources.
Training should be a part of
business enterprises. But Ethiopian business do not appear
to consider training as a necessary task for their success, the
ERCA speaker said and moved
on to the central issue of the
day.
It is important that people acquire awareness on tax cover-

ing issues like: what does the
tax proclamation say, when
should people pay tax, why
do they need to pay tax, and
so on. It is also necessary that
one get some idea about tax
before going into business.
Of course, before one starts
any business entrepreneurship and business training or
knowledge is very useful. But
these are not areas ERCA can
deal with.
Making use of sales register
machine, preparing financial
statement, reporting revenue,
etc are important in business.
Putting these things to proper use has positive returns.
Besides, financial report also
shows the business transactions of the enterprise and
hence contributes to its success.
ERCA speaker went on to illustrate the point further. On
top of the benefit of showing
the business transactions for
the enterprise, financial reports satisfy the government’s
need to determine tax and
avoid mere estimates in determining tax without financial
statements.
Some people obtain loans
from family members and do
not have documents showing
it is a loan. When the tax authority sees the rise in capital
and finds no document that
shows it is a loan, it would
consider part of revenue emanating from business transactions and hence determines
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tax accordingly. This is one instance of problems associated
with not having financial reports prepared by professionals.
The participants said that
public servants in ERCA they
come in contact with do not
explain their obligations regarding documents they need
to keep and related tax issues.
They also said that the people
from whom they buy do not
have receipts, putting them at
difficulty as the Authority expects them to produce documents. The ERCA professional suggested that the buyers
themselves can produce the
document and fill the addresses of the sellers. But the sellers
do not have a specific address
and do not seem to be willing
to give their addresses, the participants said.
The participants went on to
raise their other concerns. The
government is pressing hard
on them while contraband
and illegal people sell their
items without much problem.
The ERCA speaker said that
his focus on the day is on tax
awareness issues as it exists in
the proclamation and government line of policy, and hence
does not have answers for their
practical problems they face
with the ERCA.
Finally, it was said that such
sessions are very useful and
they should be strengthened
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Going Green...
(cont’d from page 1

since then, it was disclosed.
The aim of the green economy project is to deepen
understanding on the issue
with concrete purpose to
streamline climate resilient
green economy (CRGE) in
industry policy and practice,
says Professor Yakob Mulugeta of University College
London.
The project focused on three
sectors: cement, leather and
textile. These sectors have
been selected, among other things, because they are
key priorities for structural
transformation, their high
growth potential, and high
pollution potential.
Information from universities and research centers is
poorly linked with industry.
This is a policy area to make
findings of researches directly applicable in industry.
It was indicated that climate
resilient green economy and
industry strategy are not met
and speakers underlined the
need to streamline Ethiopian green innovations; facilitate interaction among innovation system actors; mix
of economic incentives and
environmental regulations
be implemented, it was underlined.
Minister of Science and
Technology, H.E. Dr. Geta-

hun Mekuria, in his remarks
at the opening, said “we have
serious concerns as to the
technology we use in our
industries. We want to go
green,” and went on to add
“going green is the cheapest
way of doing it. Going green
and going efficient.” Selection of the appropriate technology and putting that to
use is important.
Energy and water are two important parameters held by
governments and the world
at large, and what is done
with them will be a decisive
factor. The type of technology employed is an important consideration. Most innovations of today will be
connected with the current
green movement. Chemical
intensive industries like cement need to be looked into
and made green. Pollution
demands green use, the Min-

ister said.
Moderator of the workshop
and part of the team in the
project, Professor Yacob
Mulugeta of University College London, said four strategic areas were identified in
early stages of the project.
The nature of the resource
(and energy) flow in the
three sub-industry sectors
and their associated environment impacts, was one of
the issues raised. There was
no detailed bench marking
done before the project. The
project kicked off with 116
facilities and 20 of those
were selected for deep analysis, the speaker said. Problem of data availability at all
levels is mentioned by the
speaker as the gap in this regard.
Looking into institutional arrangements and actor
clusters in Ethiopia for gov-

erning industrial growth and
green economy and the issue
of aligning these, is the second strategic issue. Failure to
implement regulations and
laws appropriately is the gap
noticed here.
Then come, drivers of emerging national innovation systems in Ethiopia and their
role as stimulant for green
industrial development in
Ethiopia; with weak coordination and mainstreaming as
the limitation.
Opportunities and barriers
for aligning industrial policies and green strategies in
Ethiopia was the last strategic issue Professor Yacob
mentioned.
Green economy is important
not only for productivity, industry and economy growth;
but also for sustainability and
clean growth, said Dr. Jeremy Wakeford of Quantum

pants of the symposium raised many
issues and forwarded ideas in the
discussion. A participant said that
the business community sometimes
become concerned, feeling that the
government may not be aware of
the logistics situation on the ground.

The fact that the presenter is the deputy CEO of ESLS appears to dispel
that fear. That issue was followed up
with the question, as to what direction is the government intending to
follow to address such complex logistics problem.
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Global and posed the issue
how robust the innovation
system is in Ethiopia. She
talked about gross expenditure on research and development with percentages of
product innovation and process innovation to illustrate
it. Investment on innovation
is not many, she added.
Speakers underlined that
networking with innovation
partners is key to this undertaking but admitted there is
not much direct collaboration. A lot needs to be done
on education, and research
& development; continue
investing in basic education;
consolidate tertiary sector
with focus on quality; and
expanding environment programmes.
Other recommendations included, addressing market
corruption, implementing
tax incentives for innovation, strengthening intellectual property right, and providing infrastructure.
The aim of this project is to
develop an integrated understanding of the conflicts, synergies, trade-offs and multiplier effects of industrial
policies and green economy
strategies in Ethiopia. Then,
provide policy roadmaps
that integrate socio-economic development and the protection of ecological systems,
it was indicated.
The organizers said the
workshop is a concluding
and results dissemination
workshop.

Symposium on
Logistics...
(cont’d from page 1
done at different locations, the time
consuming effort to produce the
multitudes of documents required,
and the cumbersome processes and
procedures for clearance of imports,
are other problems in the list.
Efficiency problems in trade finance
and trade system work behind the
poor logistics performance of Ethiopia. Poor coordination, inadequate
infrastructure and poor facility management, are other indicators of
Ethiopia’s performance. Trade competiveness is influenced by transit
time and logistics cost, the presenter
said.
High port charge in Djibouti, the
long dwell time /an instance of 22
days is indicated in a table/, and
high inland transport cost are major
factors indicated doing harm to the
logistics system in Ethiopia. Transaction cost, which takes a big share
of the overall cost, is high.
Indicating the significance of proper management of sea transport, the
presenter shared the trade volume in

it. Around 80 percent of global trade
by volume and 90 percent of developing countries’ volume of trade is
sea borne, (UNCTAD review 2015).
Over 70 percent of global trade by
value are carried by sea and handled
by ports worldwide.
Following the presentation, partici-

The final part of the closing ceremony on the day was best stand award
ceremony for exhibitors who did so
well in the trade fair and presentation
of their services and promotion of
their respective companies.
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Uganda: East Africa’s
hydro powerhouse
Epajjar Ojulu
Uganda has unveiled plans to become
East Africa’s top electricity producer
through the development of some hydropower stations.
“Our strategy is to develop half a dozen hydropower stations on the Nile,”
Ibrahim Kasita, Uganda’s director
of communication in the ministry of
energy and mineral development told
African Business Magazine. In addition to the three existing hydropower stations – Owen Falls Dam, Nalubaale Power Station and Bujagali
Falls Power station – all located near
the source of the Nile in the industrial
town of Jinja, the East African nation
is planning to build more power projects in the Nile valley.
The entire cost of developing the
planned hydropower projects along
the Nile Valley is yet to be established, however, feasibility studies
for some of the power stations is already underway. By 2019, Uganda,
which currently generates 900MW of
electricity, will see its power output
outstrip that of Kenya and Tanzania,
whose current output is 1,560MW and
1,200MW, respectively.
Uganda will add another 800MW to
its current output through the development of the Ayago Hydropower
project. The funding for the Ayago
project – which will push the country’s electricity output to 1,700MW
by the end of next year – will mainly
be financed by Chinese investors, according to Kasita.
“The Chinese government has shown
commitment to help Uganda develop
the country’s hydropower potential
along the Nile Valley,” he said. “We
expect Beijing to fund these projects.”
Previous attempts
The previous privatisation policy
aimed at attracting investors to exploit the vast hydropower potential
on the River Nile valley failed in the
early 1990s because the economy was
in doldrums following the political violence of the 1980s. But after 1995,
political stability spurred the economy to grow at an average rate of 6%,
leading to the soaring of electricity
demands.
However, President Yoweri Museveni’s government at the time could not
raise the necessary funding to expand
Uganda’s electricity output to meet
demand. Instead, the state persuaded
Industrial Promotion Services (IPS),
which is owned by Kenya-based Aga
Khan Fund for Economic Development, to build the $900m Bujagali
Power station, which was constructed
in 2007 and commissioned in 2012.
Funding for the project came from
IPS, US-based Sithe Global Power
LCC, International Finance Corporation (IFC), African Development
Bank (Afdb), European Investment
Bank and other financial institutions.
The involvement of the various multilateral financial organisations, however, effectively drove electricity
prices for consumers to $0.11/kwh,
which made Uganda’s industrial output uncompetitive compared to other
East African countries, such as Kenya, which charged customers about
$0.075/kwh for electricity. Electricity

prices in Uganda fell to 0.072$/kwh
in 2016, after the government renegotiated loan terms with the Bujagali
financiers.
Following the difficulties of the Bujagali power station, the Ugandan
government has sought to negotiate
bilateral arrangements with the government of China for long-term soft
loans to ensure electricity prices are
kept low.
Chinese finance
Under the deal with China’s Exim
bank, Uganda’s government has secured long-term concessionary loans
to fund the development of its various hydropower plants. The $1.44bn
600MW Karuma project to be commissioned next year and the $590m
Isimba 188MW power project to be
commissioned at the end of this year
are both funded through soft loans
from the Chinese Exim Bank with the
Chinese government guarantee.
Uganda plans to export electricity
from the Ayago hydropower to Democratic Republic of Congo (DR Congo)
and South Sudan, while the combined
power from Jinja region, specifically
from the Owen Falls Dam (managed
and maintained by South Africa’s Eskom), Nalubaale and Bujagali, which
will produce a combined total of
800MW, will be exported to Kenya,
Tanzania and Rwanda. Uganda currently exports 50MW to Kenya under
a colonial agreement signed in 1956.
The East African nation also exports
8MW to Tanzania.
Solar projects
Uganda has also invested in developing the country’s solar energy capacity. East Africa’s biggest $19m
solar plant with an installed capacity
of 10mw has been built in the eastern
town of Soroti.
Made up of 32,680 photovoltaic panels, the new 10-megawatt facility is
the country’s first grid-connected solar plant. The project was developed
under the Global Energy Transfer
Feed-in Tariff (“GET FiT”), managed
by Germany’s KfW Development
Bank in partnership with Uganda’s
Electricity Regulatory Agency (ERA)
and funded by the Governments of
Norway, Germany, the United Kingdom and the European Union.
I am writing to share with you a new
report from the Brookings Institution
that analyzes the capacity of Ethiopia,
along with 17 other countries, to effectively utilize private investments
in healthcare R&D.
Increased investment in public health
is more important than ever. Although
the public sector is critical to the financing of medical research and development, the private sector has a
large role to play as well. Given the
proper environment—one in which it
is clear that vaccines, drugs, and diagnostics will pass regulatory, policy,
and legal muster—private sector financing can be a key source of investment in healthcare innovation.
Therefore, assessing a nation’s capacity to make effective use of external
resources is a critical step toward increasing private sector investment in
health R&D both in that country and
around the world.
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Tenure reform: Lessons from
the Global South
(Forests News: Interview)

“It is not enough just to earn the right to call the land or forest their own, people also
need to be able to use it.” Anne Larson, Principal Scientist
A Q&A with researcher Anne Larson on the changing conditions of rights and resources in
discussion at the World Bank Land and Poverty Conference
Over the past two decades, a global trend has seen increasing recognition of the rights of
communities and local governments to manage their own resources, particularly in developing countries. An ongoing study by the Center for International Forestry Research (CIFOR) has followed this process across Asia, Africa and Latin America, finding key lessons
for successful tenure reform.
The latest findings and their implications will be discussed this week at a South-South
Policy Dialogue held on the sidelines of the World Bank Land and Poverty Conference in
Washington, DC. Ahead of the event, Forests News sat down with Anne Larson, a Principal
Scientist at CIFOR and team leader of the Global Comparative Study on Forest Tenure
Reform, to hear her thoughts.

Can you tell us more about the upcoming South-South Exchange?

We’ve done a couple of these exchanges in the past. This time we have government representatives coming from six countries where we conduct our research – from Indonesia,
Nepal, Uganda, Kenya, Colombia and Peru. The idea is, on the first day, that we will be
able to meet each other in person and discuss expectations for the week. And at the end of
the week, we’ll be able to have a discussion about what was learned, what’s new, what’s
changed. We will have time to address questions, doubts, ideas, together with a few key
resource people who work on this topic.
During the week, the invited officials will be able to attend presentations and will also
present their own country experiences on the implementation of tenure reforms during our
Policy Roundtable on Tenure Reform Implementation. Our research team is also presenting
papers on several panels, based on the field research findings. And on the last day, we are
giving a Master Class on Reform Implementation and Tenure Security.
The advantage of doing this in parallel with the World Bank conference is that it allows
us to draw on the resources of the many people who will attend, from all over the world.
The week is a huge learning opportunity, but it also gives us the opportunity to discuss as a
group, highlight our research and raise questions with practitioners.

What do you hope to achieve from the event?

So far, engagement with policy makers and practitioners in multi-stakeholder forums and
exchanges has shown strong potential for raising awareness of the impacts of, and barriers
to, reform implementation across different socio-political and historical settings, as well
as the impacts of reform on livelihoods and sustainability. These engagements have been
aimed also at encouraging debate and discussion on the types of tenure reforms being implemented, and their effects on tenure security.
To better understand the institutional frameworks for implementation in study countries,
we have administered short surveys to the government representatives directly involved.
This will be the topic of our roundtable discussion: CIFOR will present some preliminary
cross-cutting findings, and government officials from six countries will be able to contribute based on their specific experience with implementation.

Can you give some more background about tenure, and how it relates to rights and resources?

Tenure refers to the content, or substance, of rights and to the security of rights. It refers to
rights from different points of view, to overlapping rights and sometimes to conflict. Understanding rights requires an understanding of history and of power relations. In addition,
a focus on ‘rights’ alone only tells part of the story: not all rights can be exercised, and not
all of those who gain access to resources have rights.
Among other things, recognition can be very empowering to the people who have their
historic rights recognized, such as indigenous peoples. Nevertheless, this may be shortlived if there is not accompanying support (rather than obstacles) to resource access and
management. That is, it is not enough just to earn the right to call the land or forest their
own, people also need to be able to use it – in some cases management regulations are very
restrictive, and in other cases people need technical support, tools and financing, to be able
to make the best use of resources to improve their livelihoods.

What is driving tenure reform across the Global South?

There are a number of factors leading to reform. Some are broader dynamics, like the end
of authoritarian regimes and attention to decentralized governance more broadly,

others are country-specific. A study of the history of reforms in Peru, for example, found that changes in favor of indigenous land rights have often occurred in
response to moments of crisis. In Indonesia and Peru, the state as a whole has
supported community rights when it was ideologically disposed to do so, or when it
was strongly encouraged to by social action or political calculation, sometimes in response
to conflict. It also appears that donor funding can help the cause of communities.

Does tenure reform lead to more sustainable land management?

Research is mixed and the results depend on many different factors besides just who owns
or manages the forest. There is certainly evidence that under the right conditions, forests
can be not only well managed for resource sustainability but also provide for local livelihoods and wellbeing when they are in the hands of local people. However, it is also important to note that indigenous people or local communities may have rights, by law, to land
and forests that should not necessarily be conditioned on whether they will manage those
forests well. Sometimes these are two separate issues.

What are the common challenges to reform?

Challenges range from resistance and opposition to deficits in human, technical and financial resources at all levels, as well as broader governance problems, such as weak rule
of law. Reforms require overcoming resistance to indigenous and community rights from
multiple arenas, for example: those who believe natural resources should be managed by
the state for the greatest public good; development interests that support large-scale private
investment and see granting resources to communities as taking them out of production;
and conservationists who fear local people will over-exploit resources and prefer models
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such as ‘parks without people’.
These particular perspectives or worldviews combine with more questionable
opposition due to competition for control
over resources, and biases such as racism,
to stack the deck against rights recognition. Overcoming the obstacles to recognition and respect for legitimate community
rights requires coalitions for change and a
clear understanding of the roots of opposition.

What lessons can be learned
from experience?

There are no ‘magic bullets’ for securing
recognition and respect for legitimate tenure rights for local communities. There
are, however, many ways to support tenure
reforms and their implementation that will
increase the likelihood and sustainability
of success, and the contributions of tenure
security to effective and equitable natural
resource governance.
There are no ‘magic bullets’ for securing
recognition and respect for legitimate tenure rights for local communities.
Anne Larson, Principal Scientist
We’ve found specific challenges related to
community dynamics, for example, to

do with gender. Preliminary findings
show that women have a very low
participation in the drafting of reform
processes, while men dominate the
formalization or implementation process across the studied countries. In
Indonesia, Uganda and Peru, women
are less informed about reform implementation and outcomes, this has
important implications in terms of the
realization of rights.
In general, we have found that having
a strong, evidence-based understanding of the existing challenges to recognition of tenure rights is essential
for designing strategies to overcome
them. This includes the challenge of
building coalitions and supporting
grassroots organizations and social
movements; designing a clear roadmap, with communities, for implementation; supporting the enabling
conditions for improvements in livelihoods and effective and sustainable
resource management; and monitoring progress to adapt to and confront
new challenges.
“There are no ‘magic bullets’ for
securing recognition and respect
for legitimate tenure rights for local
communities.” Anne Larson, Principal Scientist
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Time and Business

Our great athlete Haile G/ selase once
said. ‘’ I lost millions of dollars for
a matter of fraction of seconds and I
also gained as much as that in another
micro-seconds. Running is with time.
“Some people say ‘Haile Stopped running. ‘ But I am still running with time
in business.”
W.F.Cottrele , prominent scholar in business also writes ,about the relationship
of time ,commerce ,trade and industry .
The fourth Dimension (a term used by
scientists and writers of science fiction
to mean ‘time’) has been a subject for
every ting from highly abstract and critical thinking to fantastic imagination. It
has served to modify fixed points in an
established science to support worn religion , likewise , calculation in which
time is taken as an aspect of all other
measurement have imposed new restriction on human behavior .
That the centuries have witnessed a
modification in the concept of time , So-

By Tewodros Mulatu
rokin ( Pitrim Sorokin – social and cultural Dynamics ,pg. 413 -419 ) has adequately demonstrated .There is no need
for us to raise the question as to whether
in the long run the present conception of
time may be altered ,for ,in the moment
that we are considering ,the use of the
Newtonian system of mechanic for the
creation of oyr technology binds us to
the use of a mechanical conception of
time . we may argue long and latterly
about the nature of time ,but we know
that if we want to catch a train ,see a
kick –off ,or hear a radio program ,our
frame of reference forces us to consult
an accurate clock .
The vast sub division of labor which
characterizes our technology requires
coordination in time and space –neither
axis alone is adequate. Based upon the
history of European industrialism, we
can say that the back bone of industrialism is the rail road. Spilt –second timing
of industrial Operation reflected back

along the line of transportation impose
constantly new and closer limits upon
those who operate trains .
Time is an important factor in any social pattern. Social interaction requires
time coordination, and to the degree that
Occupation determines time distribution, time limits all forms of social participation. As technology controls time
for the rail roader, it also determines the
tempo and the interval of other social
relationships and sets a pattern for the
personality.
After consulting Gulliver on the function of his watch, the Lilli putrians
came to the conclusion that it was his
God. Observing the money spent and
the care lavished on his watch, a Martian might conclude the same thing of
the railroader. All those who have direct
responsibility for the actual operations
of trains must carry a fine time-piece
which will gain or lose not more than
forty seconds in two weeks and which

must be cleaned and regulated twice a
year by rail road watch inspector . A
delay of thirty seconds in leaving a terminal calls for explanation ,five minutes
delay means investigation ,and a half
hour gives apoplexy to every official
from the superintendent to the lowest
foreman . On single track roads where
trains meet a passing tracks, thirty seconds delay means that one of the trains
will be almost a half mile from a passing track when the other reaches it , and
that means delay of a second train , with
possible misunderstanding and resultant
disaster.
This operating technique, determined
by the nature of things, If disaster is to
be avoided, is intensified by the interest
and insurance calculus of capitalist civilization. As Cottrele mentioned it, to the
African, time is like air, a free good, and
therefore has no exchange value.
To the American business man who uses
it frequently as any other unit in deter-

mining price and exchange value time
becomes a cost factor of no little significance. Passenger trains were first to feel
the impact of this factor. The plainsman
planning to region his fur-trapping “pardoner” was content to rejoin him “after
the snow melts” or “when the grass
turns green,” or more accurately “in
April or ‘’ six months from now.”
Now a days ,business executives accustomed to making decisions involving millions after an interview lasting
a few hours or even minutes ,demand
accurate coordination so that these precious minutes may be calculated for in
advance , and even salesmen of less importance schedule their day in minutes .
Interdependence with schedule of competing roads and other means of transportation led to increased emphasis on
time, until the five or ten second error
permitted on passenger trains became a
common place.

Rethinking the Features of the Ethiopian
manufacturing sector; synopsis
Ethiopian manufacturing sector contribute for export, employment and national
output. The sector accounts for 70% of
the industrial sector. Within the manufacturing sector, the agro processing
subsector (food and beverage subsector
hereinafter) is the largest subsector, accounting for 36% of the total gross value of production (GVP) and 38% of the
value added at basic price (VAMP) of
large and medium scale manufacturing
industry (CSA, 2014).
The number of manufacturer which
was 408 in 1980/81 increased to 2,610
in 2014/15. Declining growth between
1980 and 1991(408 to 283), lower
growth between 1991 and 2001 (283 to
909), modest growth between 2001 and
2014 (909 to 2610).
Among the large and medium manufacturing processors, which total 2,610
manufacturers, 670 establishments are
in the food and beverage subsector
and employed more than 67,000 people, followed by non-metallic mineral
products, metal and engineering products, wood and paper products, rubber and plastic products, chemical and
chemical products, leather and leather
products and textile products industries
with 544, 433, 196, 154, 143, 141 and
104 total establishments for each and
17,230, 13,238, 14,064, 10,984, 9,801,
14,019 and 19,233 total jobs crated
again by each categories for the year
2013/2014(2006 E.C.) according to
CSA report.
Despite the tremendous efforts made
and the economic growth achieved,
the Ethiopian economy remains be-

leaguered by structural problems. The
manufacturing sector in Ethiopia is
still at its infancy. In comparison with
the agriculture and service sectors, the
manufacturing sector, for example, has
a limited share in terms of production,
employment, and exports.
Thus, the Ethiopian economy needs
a more dynamic growth so that it can
reduce its dependence on the fragile,
rainfall dependent, and climate change
vulnerable agricultural sector.
The industry sector constitutes mining
and quarrying, manufacturing, construction, electricity, and water. In Ethiopia
the low productivity and hence the competitiveness of the manufacturing industry has been largely attributed to a variety reasons, the major ones being the
sector’s use of obsolete machinery, lack
of skilled man power and application of
backward production technology. In order to enhance its productivity, the sector has to address its critical obstacles.
From the industry sub-sector, the manufacturing firms in Ethiopia were utilizing only 54.3 percent of their production
capacity. In other words, 45.7 percent of
the total capacity remained unexploited.
Average capacity utilization of the textile, leather, agro processing and pharmaceutical industries in 2009/10 was at
40pc, 10pc, 60pc and 30pc, respectively.
According to CSA’s quarterly manufacturing business survey, a relatively
high degree of capacity utilization was
observed in manufacture of wood and
wood products and cork (99.8 percent)
while a low level of capacity utilization
was recorded in manufacture of furniture (26.93 percent).

The main reasons for the observed under capacity utilization rate differ from
time to time. Nevertheless, shortage of
raw materials, lack of demand /market/,
increased entry and hence sharing of existing market, interruption of power and
water supply are seem to be the main
and more persistent reasons for under
capacity utilization. Close to 62 percent
of manufacturing establishments reported lack of market demand as a major
cause for not operating at their full capacity, while problem with electricity
and water was quoted as a reason by
13.9 percent of the manufacturing firms.
Despite the problem of idle capacity,
new firms joined the food and beverage,
textile, chemical and other non-metal
sub-sectors. This amounts to misallocation of scarce resources, which could
have been used in other potential areas.
In order to avoid misallocation of scarce
resources, government has to provide
the full information that an investor has
to have before deciding to invest.
High dependency on imported raw
materials and intermediate goods has
remained the distinguishing feature of
the Ethiopian manufacturing sector. The
main reasons for high dependency on
imported raw materials were unavailability of raw materials in the local market and lack of sufficient local supply.
Inadequate and poor quality imported
raw materials and technologies, along
with low level of technical skills, top the
lists of the problems facing the sector.
Series of surveys conducted by the
Central Statistical Agency (CSA) on
the manufacturing sector consistently
reported that more than 50pc of firms

claim that their first major reason for
their low capacity utilization is inadequate and poor quality raw materials.
This calls for a concerted effort both
by government and other stakeholders
to seek ways and means of enhancing
domestic production of manufacturing
raw materials thus reducing the outflow
of the scarce foreign currency.
Technological change occurs through
the process of innovation, invention,
and diffusion that leads to the transformation of ideas and knowledge into tangible products that have highly utility to
human needs. As technology advances,
the systems of production become capital intensive and labor saving. In a labor
abundant country, labor intensive industrialization strategy is suggested.
Given its endowment, Ethiopia pursues
this strategy. The recent development,
however, shows increased capital intensity of the manufacturing industry.
The traditional labor-intensive sub-sectors like textile and leather have started
moving towards capital-intensity, which
entails lower employment opportunities
for the growing population, university
graduates and rural-urban migrants. The
problem emanates from inappropriate
technology choice. Since the country
does not produce capital goods, investors just pick available machinery without bothering its appropriateness to the
endowment structure.
Although the country’s major natural
resource base is its rich agricultural potential, it has not been utilized for the
development of the industrial sector.
As a result, manufacturing industries
which hugely consuming agricultural

inputs such as agro-processing, textile
and leather industries faced chronic raw
material supply shortage. Ethiopia is
also known to possess a wide variety
of mineral resources. However, their
utilization is yet to be realized, mineral
exploration and exploitation still being
at its infancy.
This thwarted the expansion of industries based on mineral resources.
Furthermore the manufacturing sector
itself has continued to be import dependent for machinery and equipment,
spare parts and other inputs with no
possibilities for self-sustained development. Thus, the government of Ethiopia
should consider these as major challenge facing the sector and do the right
to increase raw materials availability
with the required quality by means of
strengthening raw materials producers’
capacity and by creating market linkage
with foreign suppliers.
Limited access to finance to fund manufacturing projects and shortage of foreign currency to import raw material
and intermediary goods are the main
problems of the manufacturing firms in
Ethiopia. Thus, the government should
alleviate this problem by coordinately
working with financial service providers found both within Ethiopia and
abroad in order to make available funds
for new investment in manufacturing
sector in addition to giving due attention to reserve foreign currency that
useful for importing raw materials and
capital goods.
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Business and Investment
Nexus Land Allocation in
Addis Ababa
By Melaku Tanku
The rapid growth of investment has obvious implications
for the land, infrastructure and service needs of cities. The
failure to expand land supply and basic services to match
the growth of investment has been a prime cause of misery
in the cities of the developing world. A glance at the literature supports the belief that in most cities of the developing
countries the situation is worsening. The location of land
with no doubt has also an implication on business sector
development.
Land is a commodity that is bought, sold or leased like any
other durable item. People desire to own land for a variety
of reasons - economic or emotional. Land can be put to a
variety of uses. The decision to allocate land among different uses is made through the market price by demanding
and supplying land.
The market for land directly influences business expansion and economic development. High cost of land deters
business, as high land cost could add up to high service or
production cost, which in turn reduce the demand for the
services or the product.
Ethiopia, one of the former socialist countries in the horn
of east Africa, had taken so many policy measures following the fall of the socialist government since 1991. Before
the popular revolution in the country in 1974 (i.e. before
the Derg régime), urban land was held in Ethiopia under
private ownership. When the Derg came to power in 1974,
it passed a proclamation (47/1975) that transferred all urban land and extra houses to government ownership.
One of the policy measures that was taken by the present
government of Ethiopia is urban land lease holding system,
which is one form of land tenure that enables the government to transfer land use rights and benefits from the state
to private individuals. Since the 1990s, a legal basis for the
formation of urban lease holding system and the operation
of holders has been established. In 1993, the government
enacted the first and new land leasehold proclamation that
has been amended in 2002 and then in 2011.
According to the Federal Government’s urban land lease
holding proclamation No. 80, 1993, all urban land is a public property and transfer will only be carried out through
the lease system. The government of Ethiopia had been
taking urban land lease system as one of the policy measures aiming to enhance the transfer of land use rights,
value the urban land and to encourage investment and the
provision of social services to the residents.
The House of People’s Representatives has enacted the urban land proclamation No.721-2011 on January 2011. Even
though the law is a Federal law, the power of implementation through subsidiary legislation is given to Regions and
City administrations. According to article 33 of the proclamation, Regions and City administrations shall have the
powers and duties to issue regulations and directives necessary for the implementation of the Proclamation.
The three proclamations enacted in the Country at different times have actually similarities and peculiar differences. For instance, the 1993 law (proclamation No. 80 /1993)
declares that land should be allocated through public tender only whereas the 2002’s (proclamation No. 272/ 2002)
relaxed the previous law and states that land could be
availed through a mix of public tender, negotiation and for
housing to be regulated by city or regional governments.
Nonetheless, according to the 2011 urban land lease policy, urban land shall be allowed on lease basis only through
tender or allotment.
Despite the differences, all land lease proclamations promulgated in the country have some common elements as
stipulated in the preamble of the proclamations, which include: to provide for the utilization of urban land to satisfy the needs of the various sections of the population; to
address the problems associated with a high rate of urban
population growth which resulted in the expansion of urban centers; and to address the inadequacy of the financial capacity of urban centers to finance the building of
infrastructure and the provision of social services to urban
dwellers.
As per the new Urban Lands Lease Holding Proclamation
No. 721/2011, the law is aimed at enhancing development
and enabling citizens benefit as much as their contribution
to the development on the one hand, and the interest of a
handful of rent-seeking parties aimed at making individu-

als wealthy by using political authority as a protection and
source of benefits, without adding any development values
by miss appropriating land rents, on the other.
Hence, the central issue regarding the proclamation lies
around these conflicting interests. Problems observed in
relation to the implementation of the proclamation do not
change the basic line up, instead they played a role of disordering the arrangement by opening the door for confusion
among the public.
It is obvious that, the current land policy in Ethiopia is that
land belongs to the state and the people, and no land can
be obtained or transferred other than leasehold basis. The
authority to transfer land through lease and determine the
terms of redevelopment rests with the regional and city
governments. Hence, the power over land lease by the individual regions is supposed to create incentives and opportunities for them to attract investment capital and promote
developments in their jurisdictions.
In addition to the type of development activity on which
land is held through lease, its value varies from location to
location depending on grade tagged on it based on availability of the necessary infrastructure amenities such as
road, water, telecommunication, education facilities, etc.
Accordingly, the minimum (benchmark) price of urban
land is determined prior possession through auction or
allotment.
In fact , the size and trend of lease revenue can in fact clue
the rationale behind the fairness level of land lease price
pattern in a given city, unless accompanied by abundant
land supply to regulate high price level. This theory can
specifically apply for Addis Ababa’s case where there is a
limited institutional capacity to avail plots for lease which
apparently triggered creation of an enormous demand. According to AABOFED, Addis Ababa City Administration
has lucratively generated some 6.15 Billion Birr (which is
equivalent to nearly 10% of the City’s GDP.
The contribution of land lease income to both the City’s
total revenue and non-tax income is increasing as shown
beneath. The average share of lease revenue from non-tax
revenue amounts for 66% (between 2008 and 2015) registering a staggering take-off from 40% in 2008 to 86% in
2015. The average contribution of land lease revenue to the
total City’s revenue stands at 8%, which was accompanied
by irregular features and slightly declining trend in the period considered. This is mainly due to the outshining performance of other revenue sources of the City compared to
lease revenue.
High land cost obviously erodes competitiveness as it consumes sizable portion of a given investment which otherwise would have been invested for various business development and expansion activities.
It is obvious that, cost of land is largely unavoidable cost
of doing business. Restrictions on land usage or policies
that boost land prices therefore act as a barrier to entry
for many businesses. In sum, high land cost pushes up cost
of production which results in increased service and sales
price via compromising customers’ ability to purchase,
ultimately downing business expansion and competitiveness. This paves a clear way to few high class investors to
monopolize land in the City, cornering the majority of the
business community to be under the mercy of these few
land and real-estate oligopolies.
World Bank (2014) indicated that, even with strong macroeconomic and institutional foundations, three additional
factors are indispensable for entrepreneurship and the private sector to flourish in an economy: a level playing field,
access to finance, and knowledge and skills. Barriers in the
land market are high in many nations. This huge barrier
discourages people from formally purchasing land, making
it impossible to use land as collateral for getting credit, one
of the main sources of capital in developed countries.
Undoubtedly, without the proper involvement of the private sector and resolving the problem of access to land provision, security, transfer and use, it would be very difficult
to achieve a desired level of development and sustainable
growth. It is therefore advisable that the city administration should look into different options and take remedial
measures based on other countries best experiences. One
of the reasons of urban land lease policy is to finance infrastructure and service provisions.
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Singapore’s Economy
to the Horizon?
Shewaferaw Shitahun
Singapore has a highly developed trade
oriented
market economy .Singapore’s
economy has been ranked as the most
open in the world ,7th least corrupt ,most
pro-business with low tax rate [14.2of the
GDP ] and has the third higher per –capital
GDP in the world in terms of purchasing
power parity [PPP].
Government –linked companies play a
substantial role in Singapore’s economy
which are owned through the sovereign
wealth fund Temasek Holdings ,Which
holds majority stakes in several of the nation ‘s largest companies ,such as Singapore
Airlines ,Singel Tel, St engineering and
media corp.
The economy of Singapore is a major foreign direct investment [FDI] outflow financier in the world .Singapore has also
benefited from the inward flow of FDI from
global investors and institutions due to its
highly attractive investment climate and a
stable political environment.
Exports, particularly in electronics, chemicals and services including Singapore’s
position as the regional hub for wealth and
management provide the main source of
revenue for the economy, which allows it to
purchase natural resources and raw goods
which lack .Moreover; water is scarce in
Singapore along with the scarcity of land to
be treated with land fill of pulau semakau.
Singapore has limited arable land meaning
that Singapore has to rely on the agro technology park for agricultural production
and consumption.
Human resource is another vital issue for
the health of the Singaporean economy .The
economy of Singapore ranks 2nd overall
in the scientific American Biotechnology
ranking in 2004, with the featuring of Bio
polis .
Singapore could thus be said to rely on an
extended concept of intermediary trade to
Entrepot trade, by purchasing raw goods
and refining them for re-export, such as in
the water fabrication industry and oil refining. Singapore also has a strategic port
which makes it more competitive than
many of its neighbors in carrying out such
entrepot activities. Singapore has the highest trade to GDP ratio in the world, averaging around 400% during 2008-11.The port
of Singapore is the second –busiest in the
world by cargo tonnage. In addition ,Singapore ‘s port infrastructure and skilled
work force which is due to the success of
the country’s education policy in producing skilled workers ,is also fundamental in
this aspect as they provide easier access to
markets for both importing and exporting
,and also provide the skill needed to refine
imports into exports .
Singapore‘s government promotes high
levels of savings and investment through
policies such as the central provident Fund,
which is used to fund its citizen‘s health care
and retirement needs. Singapore ‘s saving ‘s
rate have remained among the highest in
the world since the1970’s .Most companies
in Singapore are registered as private limited –liability companies [private limited
companies ].
A private limited company in Singapore is
a separate legal entity, and shareholders are
not liable for the company’s debts beyond
te amount of share capital they have contributed.
To present its international standing and
further its economic prosperity in the 21st
century ,Singapore has taken measures to
promote innovation ,encourage entrepreneurship ,re-train its work force ,and even
attract foreign talents .To attract foreign
talents ,Singaporean government issues
Employment Pass [EP] under three category viz P1 Employment pass for those individuals with monthly income pass of $8000
and up p2 Employment Pass for individuals
with monthly income of at least $ 3000. The
ministry of Man power oversees the matter
related to immigration of workers .These
measures aim to boost Singapore’s productivity ,so that Singapore remains com-

petitive and ready for the challenges of an
information driven global economy .
Economic History
Upon independence from Malaysia in 1965
,Singapore faced a small domestic market
,and high levels of unemployment and
poverty .70 percent of Singapore’s households lived in a badly overcrowded conditions ,and a third of its people squatted in
slum s on the city fringes .Unemployment
averaged 14 percent GDP per capita was US
$516 and half of the population was illiterate .
In response , the Singapore government
established the economic Development
Board to spearhead an investment drive
,and make singapore an attractive destination for foreign investment .FDI inflows
inceased greatly over the following decades
,and by 2001 foreign companies accounted for 75% of manufactured output and
85% of manufactured export. Meanwhile
,Singapore ‘s saving s and investment rates
rose among the highest levels in the world
, while household consumption and wage
shares of GDP fell among the lowest .
As a result of this investment drive ,Singapore ‘s capital stock increased 33 times by
1992,and achieved a ten fold increase in
the capital –labor ratio .Living standards
steadily rose ,with more families moving
from a lower income status to middle –income security with increased households
incomes. During a national Day Rally
Speech in 1987,Lee Kuan claimed that 80%
of Singaporeans could now be considered
to be members of the middle class .However ,much unlike the economic policies of
Greece and the rest of Europe ,Singapore
followed a policy of individualizing the
social safety net .This led to a higher than
average savings rate and a very sustainable economy in the long run. Without a
burdensome welfare state or its likeliness
Singapore has developed a very self –reliant and skilled workforce well versed for a
global economy.
STATE ENTERPRISE AND INVESTMENT
The public sector is used both as an investor and as a catalyst for economic development and innovation .The government of
Singapore has two sovereign wealth funds
. Temasek Holdings and GIC Private Limited ,which are used to manage the country’s
reserves .Initially the state ‘s role was oriented more towards managing industries
for economic development ,but in recent
decades the objective of singapore ‘s sovereign wealth funds have shifted to a commercial basis .
Government –linked cooperation’s play a
substantial role in Singapore’s listed GLCSs
accounted for about 17% of total capitalization of Singapore Exchange .These fully and partially state –owned enterprises
operate on a commercial basis and are
granted no competitive advantage over privately owned enterprises, state ownership is
prominent in strategic sectors of the economy ,including telecommunications ,media,
public transportation ,defense ,port, airport
operations as well as banking, shipping ,airline ,infrastructure and real state .
As of 2014 , Temasek holds S$69 billion of
assets in Singapore ,accounting for 7% of
the total capitalization of Singapore ‘s listed
companies .
SECTORS
To maintain its competitive position despite rising wages, the government seeks
to promote higher value –added activities
in the manufacturing and service sector. It
also has opened ,or is the process of opening ,the financial service s ,telecommunication ,and power generation and retailing
sectors up to foreign service providers and
greater competition .
The government has also attempted some
measures including wage restraints measures and release of unused buildings in
an effort to control rising commercial rents
with the view to lowering the cost of doing
business in Singapore when central business district office rents tripled in 2006.
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The Dark side of cellphone revolution & Ethiopia ranked 12th out
Exploring the world of learning in
of 18 nations in healthcare
Business
governance
By Tewodros Mulatu
Every morning, so many persons wake
up hearing a melody of alarm from his
or her mobile phone. At school, colleges, or in universities or at homes one
could hear excited voices of students and
young business men or women. “I got an
IP-phone 4!” “Hey! Have you heard how
amazing Samsung Galaxy s3 is?” “Listen!
I am getting a BB curve for my birthday
“…… and so on. You can always find <
Beats> covering someone ear, but again
connected to someone cell phone.

All right, I do agree to the fact that an
expensive cell phone does give one extra glitter in society. But what impact
does it have on you as real you? You may
change –in good or bad way .you might
be up-to-date with the events around
the globe with Wi-Fi and 3G connected
24/7. You may fashion your vocabulary
wit “LoL!” “OMG!” “TTYL!” and more
much terms. Who knows, you might be
a Guinness Record Holder – the one getting the most phone call per day, may be
200, may be 300. And of course, your Fb
states are up-dated every hour. Photography now fits in your pockets easily .songs
and movies are always handy .How cool!
Well, well, well –that is a jolly way of life
.But dear friends; don’t forget that life is
also made serious work!
Cell phone: the reality
Cell phone may be a boom but working
on it the whole day makes it a bane. They
not only distract you from work, but also
cause a lot of health hazards-eye diseases, cancer of carious kinds, migraines-all
these can be caused due to the harmful
radiations from a cell phone.
Attempting phone calls the whole day actually steals your mind away, if you hav-

en’t realized it .But many don’t seem to
be blathered. The let philosopher tell,
but science will protect us attitude has
created revolution all over the world. If
you think about it ,cell phone are not
daily necessities for a school -going
child ,but luxury.
That reminds me that excessive mobile
usage can transform formal English
language to an informal one using “
dis “ and “ dat” and all such things that
sometimes make roll their eyes when
reading our school essays . What I say
is, only cellphone revolution should
not decide one’s future.
Exploring the world of learning in
business
The good thing you learnt is that there
is no one can take from you. It becomes engrained in your being. I feel
the greater teacher is life itself .Learning is more through experiences than
education and that is how you differentiate yourself from others. The kind
of environment you grow in makes a
difference to because that determines
the experience you are likely to participate in. Kawathar sulayem , CEO(
Chief executive officer ) at KBS communication in Dubai, told to Ruqya
Khan , a sharjiah –based freelance
writer ,” There are many things not
mentioned in books that I have learnt
from my family .Others can gather
the same information from books but
not implement it the way I do because
my experience and exposure is different . I studied mass communication
in university but what I learnt from
my grandfathers and father from the
relation building perspective is un
paralleled. I inherited their business
acumen and no one can take that away

SC JOHNSON CONTINUES
LONG-STANDING COMMITMENT
TO STRENGTHEN COMMUNITIES
IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
Company Joins New Pilot Program in Rwanda to Empower Community Well-Being
RACINE, Wisconsin, March 25, 2017 /PRNewswire/Asianet-Pakistan -- More than four
billion people occupy the base of the world’s economic pyramid and live on less than
$1,500 dollars a year. These families lack access to basic goods and services, where everyday challenges can be as simple as finding clean water. Given this scale, SC Johnson, the
worldwide manufacturer of trusted household consumer goods, has been supporting these
communities for nearly two decades, by providing sustainable business models to raise
the standard of living and provide opportunities for a better quality of life.
“The company is dedicated to improving lives for families around the world in communities of all sizes as well as socio-economic levels,” states Fisk Johnson, Chairman and CEO
of SC Johnson. “With this new pilot program in Rwanda, we are enthusiastic to participate
in a new business model which supports female entrepreneurs, while at the same time
offering affordable products and disease prevention education.”
Today, SC Johnson renews its efforts in Rwanda with a new pilot program aimed to support female entrepreneurs to bring educational information and affordable mosquito repellents, along with other commerce and services, to families with very limited access. Since
2007, SC Johnson’s Base of the Pyramid (BoP) efforts in Rwanda alone have ranged
from working with local farmers for more effective agricultural and financial management practices, to administering in-field training and user-centered research to drive social
change and economic empowerment.
New EKOCENTER Pilot Program
SC Johnson has teamed with The Coca-Cola Company, Solarkiosk, and Society for Family Health Rwanda as a part of the EKOCENTER program, which provides safe drinking
water, sanitation, solar energy, and wireless communication. EKOCENTERS are modular
retail experiences, run by women operators that provide commerce of basic goods including OFF!® mosquito repellent lotion, Baygon® mosquito coils, and KIWI® shoe polish.
EKOCENTERS also offer a place for community gathering and for entrepreneurs to set
up business.
Additionally, SC Johnson, together with Society for Family Health Rwanda, will imple-

from because it has come down from
the generation. People start to know you
for what you do and the experience you
bring to the table.
“ I started working when I was only 18 .
There was always a rush in me to achieve
and to stand a part. “My first placement
was as receptionist. After that I moved
to marketing and PR where I managed
to learn and gained a lot experience
through hard work. ,,,,,,,,,

The success and ground that I held gave
me the push to start my own PR agency.<< My company’s business objective
is aligned with the UAE ( United Arab
Emirates )20 30 plan . Everything I do
is an investment and it is not all about
money- You have to invest in knowledge and invest in engagement in order
to have sustainability. ,,,,,,, Each day we
are exposed to new ideas and initiatives.
People grow with every experience, it is
learning. I feel it is our responsibility to
put our learning to use and share it with
others. >>
Knowledge never falls short on sharing
it spreads, it advances .There can be no
two people who do things the same way
or access them in the same manner. Each
perceives an action as per his own mind
set .That makes the experience more enriching and vast .There should be no fear
or insecurity in working together and developing ourselves.
And in doing all this and in finding
our place, goals and dreams, we are led
by our family and those who make our
world .people deny themselves the beauty of growth because they limit themselves as per their life-style or community borders .
Let’s aim to set our goals as far as we can
–only then will be learners for life .
ment a communication campaign focused
on malaria education and product awareness in surrounding communities. Activities will include peer education, community mobilization, and events with product
demonstrations and sampling.
“I am witnessing first-hand the positive
impact on these Rwandan communities
with the addition of SC Johnson’s pest
control products,” states Wandera Gihana
Manasseh, Executive Director, Society for
Family Health Rwanda. “Together with SC
Johnson, we are filling a big gap in malaria
prevention in the region. We are glad to be
underway with our behavior change communication, as it requires a combination
of products and education which provides
citizens with insect protection both before
going to bed and during sleeping hours.”
A Commitment to At-Risk Communities
SC Johnson is committed to preventing
insect-borne diseases, as well as creating sustainable business solutions to help
strengthen communities in developing
countries. SC Johnson has a decades-long
legacy of making life better for families
around the world through contributions
and services. With wider distribution of its
leading pest control products in these rural
communities, SC Johnson aims to reduce
the percentage of malaria cases, as studies*
indicate a 33 percent reduction in mosquito
bites can correlate to a 60 percent reduction
in malaria occurrences.

(From SC Johnson)

In “Health Governance Capacity: Enhancing Private Sector Investment in Global Health,” authors Darrell West,
John Villasenor, and Jake Schneider examine the quality of
healthcare governance in a set of 18 low- and middle-income African and Asian countries, including Ethiopia.
“Good governance is a foundational condition for global
health investment,” the authors write. “It conditions the
overall environment in which both public and private sector health investment takes place.”
The researchers empirically assess what they call “overall
health governance capacity” by examining 25 indicators
related to the management capacity, regulatory processes, health infrastructure and financing, health systems,
and policy conditions in each of the 18 examined nations.
Among their key findings are many facts that are relevant to
stakeholders and policymakers in Ethiopia, such as:
•
Ethiopia ranked 12th out of 18 nations on the
authors’ Health Governance Capacity Index (HGCI). Its
scores on each dimension are as follows:
o
14 on “Leadership and Management Capacity”
o
16 on “Health Policies”
o
12 on “Regulations”
o
11 on “Infrastructure and Financing”
o
10 on “Health Systems”
•
Each dimension is scored out of 20 possible points.
Thus, Ethiopia scored 63 out of 100 total possible points on
the HGCI.
•
Vietnam, South Africa, China, and Ghana ranked
highest on the Index, indicating these nations have a strong
ability to attract and leverage private investment in health
R&D.
•
The nations that scored the lowest received low
scores on the dimensions of “Management Capacity” and
“Health Systems.” Targeted efforts in those areas could significantly improve their ability to absorb new investments
relevant to global health goals.
•
In general, low- and middle-income countries can
attract greater private investment in health R&D by increasing government transparency and stability, lowering tariffs
on medical products, expediting the regulatory process for
new drugs, investing in health infrastructure, and increasing government spending on health care (to the amount
fiscally possible) in an efficient and targeted manner.
The authors conclude: “By boosting private investment
in global health R&D, the world can achieve even more
impressive gains in personal well-being and economic
growth.” You can read the full analysis at https://www.
brookings.edu/research/health-governance-capacity/.
(Source: The Brookings Institution)
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African Development Bank Group News

AfDB at SSATP Annual
African Development Bank calls
Meetings: Promoting road
on Ministers to prioritize energy
transport performing reg- sector development
Ministerial segment of the African Union’s first Specialized Technical Committee
ulatory frameworks for re- The
(STC) on Transport, Intercontinental and Interregional Infrastructures, Energy and
Tourism brought together over 40 Ministers from the concerned sectors in Lomé,
Togo. The STC was organized by the African Union Commission in collaboration
gional integration
with the Government of Togo and with the support of the African Development Bank.
The African Development Bank (AfDB) participated in the Africa Transport Policy
Program (SSATP) Annual Meetings from February 20 to 24, 2017 in Marrakech, under the theme “Aligning Africa Transport Policies with the Sustainable Development
Goals.” The meeting brought together 150 delegates from 31 African countries, who
shared perspectives on best practices on road transport.
High-level panel discussions, which included the participation of seven Ministers of Transport and representatives of international organizations, highlighted
the importance of political commitment and engagement of policy makers at the
highest level for implementing appropriate trade facilitation instruments. The other
important elements that was stressed include the significance of timely and sustainable infrastructure investment and the importance of the human dimension in
making corridors successful. The specialization of stakeholders, including truckers,
port operators, customs agencies, logistics, and warehousing was stressed. The need
to adopt and enforce strategic regulatory frameworks and laws was underlined.
Deliberations also stressed on building adequate human and institutional capacity
to foster efficiency; the importance of appropriate technology in fostering regional
integration; the need for inclusive stakeholder participation and coordination and
the importance to reform border systems.
The Bank contributes US $0.9 million to the SSATP program 2015-2018, with a
global budget of US $15.7 million. The meeting was an opportunity for the Bank
Group take stock of the SSATP progress and to disseminate its sector knowledge
products on transport corridors, transport facilitation in West Africa (focusing on
the links between Senegal and Guinea) and upcoming studies on Ports and Urban
Mobility Guidelines.
The annual meeting reviewed in detail the progress on the regional integration, urban mobility, and road safety pillars of the SSATP’s Third Development Plan (DP3).
The DP3 continues to foster knowledge creation, advocacy, and dissemination with
programme member countries to make transport safe, resilient and sustainable.
The AfDB team was led by Jean Kizito Kabanguka, Division Manager, Infrastructure, Cities and Urban Development Department, and included Hassanatu
Mansaray, Senior Policy Officer, Strategy and Operational Policies Department;
Pierre More Ndong, Principal Transport Engineer, the Morocco Field Office; and
Stefan Atchia, Principal Transport Policy Specialist, Infrastructure, Cities and Urban
Development Department.

Afreximbank commits
$90bn to boost African
trade

Neil Ford

African Export-Import Bank (Afreximbank) has unveiled its five-year strategic plan
covering 2017-21, called Impact 2021.
The Pan-African trade finance provider aims to support at least $90bn in trade over
the period, including $25bn in intra-African trade. By comparison, it has approved
$41bn in credit facilities in the 24 years since it was created, including $6.2bn in
2015.
The Bank hopes to encourage intra-African trade by supporting the development of
continental supply chains and export manufacturing capacity. Afreximbank includes
trade in goods and services between Africa and Africans in the Diaspora within its
definition of intra-African trade.
Aside from intra-African trade, the three strategic pillars of Impact 2021 are Industrialisation and Export Development; Trade Finance Leadership; and Financial
Soundness and Performance. The Bank is particularly keen to support the development of the agro-processing, light manufacturing, and tradable service sectors. With
manufacturing wages rising quickly in China, there is massive scope for other parts
of the world to secure manufacturing outsourcing investment, particularly in these
three areas.
Bank President Dr. Benedict Oramah said: “The approval of Impact 2021 paves the
way for Afreximbank to begin to more directly address the imperatives of its mandate. Africa will be better for it.” It aims to expand its loan book from $9.4bn in June
2016 to at least $17bn by 2021, translating into an annual compound growth rate of
12% over the next five years.
Afreximbank intends to raise $1bn in additional equity from shareholders and has
already raised $170m since July 2016. On 25 January, rating agency Moody’s upgraded its credit rating from Baa2 to Baa1, with a stable outlook. Its ratio of non-performing loans fell from 2.8% at the end of 2015 to 2.8% in June 2016.
In a statement, the Bank announced that: “It will expand its trade services offering
to fill the gap created as a result of reduced activities by international banks in Africa
due to high compliance costs and economic uncertainties.” Afreximbank, the African Development Bank (Afdb) – which is one of its main shareholders – and some
other multilaterals have sought to increase their support for African investment and
trade as commercial lenders have reduced their involvement in the continent.
Filling a gap
Export credit agencies and other forms of trade finance play a huge and often overlooked role in promoting global trade. Companies based in a different jurisdiction
to their customers can be reluctant to dispatch goods and services before payment
has been received, so trade finance organisations can calm their nerves by offering
export credit insurance or letters of credit.

The meeting was held to consider strategies for strengthening the financing of the
aforementioned sectors.
The Ministerial meeting was opened by the Minister of Infrastructure and Transport
of the Republic of Togo, Ninsao Gnofam; the Vice-President of the African Development Bank for Power, Energy, Climate and Green Growth, Amadou Hott; the new
Commissioner for Infrastructure and Energy of the African Union Commission,
Amani Abu-Zeid; and the Prime Minister of the Republic of Togo, Komi Selom Klassou. During his opening speech, Vice-President Hott called on Ministers to “prioritize
energy sector development given the enabling role of energy for most other areas”.
He further presented progress on the implementation of the Bank’s New Deal on
Energy for Africa and reiterated the Bank’s pledge to increase its energy investments
to US $12 billion for the 2016-2020 period with a view to leverage another US $45-50
billion.
The Lomé declaration adopted at the end of the meeting inter alia requests the Member States to “fully support the New Deal on Energy for Africa, as a programme to
accelerate access to energy on the continent”. The declaration also recommends that
Member States seize the opportunities of off- and mini-grid solutions in providing energy access. In this regard, the Green Mini-Grid (GMG) Africa strategy was
adopted by Ministers. The strategy was developed under the Bank’s Green Mini-Grid
Market Development Program and highlights the policy and regulatory measures
required to scale-up the deployment of GMGs. The declaration also recommended the
acceleration of the implementation of the Africa Renewable Energy Initiative (AREI)
by the African Union Commission and the African Development Bank. Moreover,
the declaration affirmed the role of the Sustainable Energy for All (SEforALL) Action
Agendas as “a suitable implementation framework for the Sustainable Development
Goal (SDG) number 7 at the national level and platform for coordination of partners”
and also requests the Bank-hosted SEforALL Africa Hub to continue its coordination
role with particular focus on mobilizing support for implementation of the priorities
contained in the action agendas and investment prospectuses.
The Lomé declaration will be submitted to the next Assembly of the Heads of State
and Government of the African Union for consideration and adoption.

Boeing expands its aerospace business in Africa
Taku Dzimwasha
US-based aerospace and defence company Boeing International will open up two
new offices in Johannesburg, South Africa and Nairobi, Kenya, the company said in a
statement on Tuesday.
The Johannesburg office will be headed by Joao Miguel Santos, Boeing’s managing
director for sub-Saharan Africa, while Chamsou Andjorin, the company’s director of
government affairs and market development, will be based in the Nairobi office.
The aerospace giant has been looking to expand its businesses in Africa through
investments in biofuels, training and manufacturing. Boeing already has a presence in
the two African nations, but the additional two operations will aid in meeting aircraft
demand in Africa, with an estimated 1,150 new aeroplanes required on the continent
by 2035, according to Santos.
“Africa is not new territory for Boeing,” he said. “Since the introduction of the jet
airplane, Boeing aircraft have formed the backbone of the continent’s commercial fleet
and Boeing continues to be one of the largest U.S.-based companies doing business on
the continent.”
“The aerospace industry needs to start paying closer attention to Africa, because this
continent is clearly on the move economically and all the trends are pointing in the
right direction for the expansion of the sector. Our job is to be ahead in understanding
these emerging trends and opportunities,” Santos added.
Boeing’s most recent Current Market Outlook report forecasts that air traffic to and
from Africa is expected to grow by about 6.1% annually over the next 18 years. The
company hopes to invest around $170bn over the corresponding period.
Boeing’s investment comes at a difficult period for the aviation sector in Africa. Some
international airlines have suspended flights to a few African countries because of an
inability to repatriate their profits held in foreign currency. Meanwhile, both domestic
and international airlines have blamed the lack of a coherent and liberalised airline
market in Africa for stifling growth and ensuring flight prices remain above global
averages.

Advancing Universal Energy Access,
Mini-grid Policy
The African Development Bank (AfDB),
in partnership with the Government of
Ghana through the Ministry of Energy,
the Energy Commission and other partners, organized a two-day workshop under the title “Actualizing Mini-grid Policy
and Advancing Universal Energy Access
in Ghana” on March 23-24, 2017 in Accra. The purpose of this Action Learning
Event was to explore the policy related
to mini-grids and facilitate a discussion
that will enhance the successful implementation of policies that will encourage
widespread mini-grid build-out and ultimately universal energy access in Ghana.
More than 100 participants were present
from government officials, key players in
the private sector and development partners.
“Mini grids hold great potential for expanding electricity access in Ghana. This
workshop not only attests to this fact,
but also demonstrates the willingness
and commitment by key stakeholders
to take this potential to scale,” Kennedy
Mbekeani, Officer in Charge, Country
Manager of AfDB’s Ghana office, stated
during his opening remarks.
“Through the New Deal on Energy for
Africa,” he continued, “the Bank as an
aspirational goal more specifically, an offgrid electricity access target of reaching
75 million connections by 2025. This goal
can only be achieved through collaboration and partnership across a wide spectrum of fully committed and dedicated
partners as the ones gathered here today.”
The Bank is working to achieve this goal
through the various Bank initiatives,
such as the AfDB-hosted Sustainable
Energy Fund for Africa (SEFA) with support from Department for International
Development (DFID), which is leading
a Green Mini Grid Country Support
Program for countries such as Rwanda,
Mozambique, Niger and, more recently,
The Gambia. In this context, the Bank is
also organizing and hosting an “Off Grid
Revolution” Stakeholder Consultation
Workshop in Abidjan, Côte d’Ivoire, on
March 28, 2017.
Although Ghana has one of the highest
electrification rates in Sub-Saharan Africa, there are still roughly two million
people living in rural and/or isolated
areas where the grid is unlikely to reach
them within the next 10 years. In Ghana’s
rural areas, roughly 59% of communities
do not have access to electricity, including a number of communities living on
islands in Lake Volta and in isolated lakeside locations.
The AfDB is financing initial efforts to
scale up mini grids in Ghana for example through the implementation of the
Climate Investment Funds (CIF) Scaling
Up Renewable Energy Program (SREP)
Ghana Investment Plan “Renewable
Mini-grids and Stand-alone Systems”
project, which consists of financing market studies for the construction of 55
renewable energy-based mini-grids and
35,250 stand-alone photovoltaic (PV)
electrification systems installed in 500
rural communities.
Emmanuel Biririza, SEFA Mini Grid Expert, animated a session which wrapped
up the1st day workshop “on various model options when Grid Encroachment”.
The conversation encouraged partnership between public and private sector to
be able to achieve universal access.
AfDB was represented at the workshop
by Antony Karembu, Senior Energy
Economist in charge of the Ghana Energy Sector; Emmanuel Biririza, SEFA
Mini Grid Expert; and Komal Hassamal,
Senior Climate Finance Officer in the
AfDB’s Renewable Energy Department.
The other supporting partners of the
workshop included the United States
Agency for International Development
(USAID), Power Africa, the World Bank
Energy Sector Management Assistance
Program (ESMAP) and Inner City Fund
(ICF).
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በመሆኑም በsolar renwable energy projects ላይ በሽርክና ለመስራት የምትፈልጉ የንግድ ምክር ቤታችን አባላት ሙሉ አድራሻችሁን በኢሜልአድራሻ addischamber@gmail.com እንድትልኩ እንጠይቃለን፡፡
ለበለጠ መረጃ ስልክ ቁጥር፡ 0115500934/0115518055 Ext 226

TRADE FAIRS
The following companies would you like to export their products, interested members could contact them with the respected address
indicated below.
1HOME DECOR FAIR 2017
Date: Jan. 05 - 09, 2017
Event profile: Exhibition of Home, Furniture, Modern Decoration and Wood Products
Tel: + 98 31 326 14643
Fax: + 98 31 326 14643
Email: int@isfahanfair.com
Web: http://isfahanfair.ir/
Country: Iran
2.ASD MARKET WEEK 2017
Date: March 19 - 22, 2017
Event profile: Gift & home trade show. ASD Market Week
showcases Jewelry and Handicrafts to Tabletop and Collectibles; Wood, Ceramic and Porcelain to Metals and Crystal
Tel: + 1 (949) 226.5700
Fax: + 1 (323) 957.1131
Email: info@emeraldexpo.com
Web: http://www.emeraldexpositions.com
Country: USA

3.INTERNATIONAL ROOFING EXPO 2017
Date: March 01 - 03, 2017
Event profile: Int’l Roofing Industry Expo & conference
Tel: + 1 (972) 536.6300
Fax: + 1 (972) 536.6301
Email: w rmcconnell@hanleywood.com
Web: http://www.hanleywood.com/
Country: USA

5.
IPMEX MALAYSIA ‘2017
Date: Aug. 10 - 13, 2017
Event profile: International Printing, Paper, Packaging Machinery Exhibition in
Malaysia
Tel: + 60 03 6275 1088
Fax: + 60 03 6277 9108
Email: enquiries@kaizer.com.my
Web: http://www.kaizer.com.my/
Country: Malaysia

4 Name of Company: 4M Refai Srl.
Area of Business: Printing, Graphic and Converting
Contact Address: Italy
Tel: + 39 010 9642353
Fax: +39 010 9641998
E-mail: info@4mrefai.it
Web: www.4mrefai.it/

6
RISI ASIAN CONFERENCE 2017
Date: May 22 - 25, 2017
Event profile: Asian Pulp & Paper Conference
Tel: + 1 (781) 734.8900
Fax: + 1 (781) 271.0337
Email: events@risi.com
Web: http://www.risiinfo.com
Country: China

